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The issue of seeking efficient and effective methods for
classifying unstructured text in large document corpora
has received much attention in recent years. Traditional
document representation like bag-of-words encodes documents as feature vectors, which usually leads to sparse feature spaces with large dimensionality, thus making it hard
to achieve high classification accuracies. This paper addresses the problem of classifying unstructured documents
on the Web. A classification approach is proposed that
utilizes traditional feature reduction techniques along with
a collaborative filtering method for augmenting document
feature spaces. The method produces feature spaces with
an order of magnitude less features compared with a baseline bag-of-words feature selection method. Experiments on
both real-world data and benchmark corpus indicate that
our approach improves classification accuracy over the traditional methods for both Support Vector Machines and AdaBoost classifiers.

sites, author homepages and then extracts textual information from them to create metadata, false labels are inevitably
assigned to many documents. Due to the increasing similarities between different venues (e.g., SIGKDD and PKDD,
ECML and ICML), the effort needed to accurately classify a
document into exactly one category becomes greater. Moreover, lack of keyword fields and other feature deficiencies
create unique challenges for text classification.
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Figure 1. Distribution of documents w.r.t.
classes in CiteSeer. In Practice, documents
on the Web are also unevenly distributed.

1 Introduction
With the tremendous growth of the World Wide Web,
content classification [3, 9] has become an efficient approach to organize the contents of large corpora, as well as
providing enhanced search features and recommendations.
However, experience with the CiteSeer Digital Library1 indicates that there exist several challenges in text classification for unstructured data on the Web, particularly when the
number of classification labels is large.
First, since CiteSeer [1](and most search engines) automatically crawls academic documents from venue web1 http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/
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This problem is further exacerbated due to the imbalance of documents available for training in each class, i.e.,
the documents are unevenly distributed in different categories on the Web (for example, CiteSeer has a collection of
more than 3,000 documents for INFOCOM, while for some
other conferences, the cumulative numbers are no more than
200); Figure 1 gives an actual document distribution on one
of the data sets used later in the paper.
The major contributions of this work are (1) an evaluation of the use of collaborative filtering for refining minimal, noisy feature spaces, and (2) a comparison of the
performance of SVM versus AdaBoost classifiers for the
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Figure 2. Two-level decision tree for tagging.

problem of categorizing academic documents by publication venue. Collaborative filtering is employed to predict
the value of missing features for each class. Experimental evaluations on both real-world data set and benchmark
corpus show great improvement with regard to classification accuracy compared with classification using the original feature space and the feature selection method — Information Gain (IG).

2 Entity Extraction using SVM-decision-tree
To identify non-trivial noun phrases with semantic meanings in the documents, noun phrases (NP) chunking is
adopted for this purpose. Chunking groups together semantically related words into constituents, a step beyond POS
(Part-Of-Speech) tagging; but it does not identify the role
of these constituents with respect to the sentence, nor their
inter-relationships. In our system, we revised and implemented a previous chunking algorithm [7] as a simplified
yet more efficient two-level SVM-based NP chunker.
The NP chunking problem is formalized as a three class
classification problem, which assigns each word with one of
the labels: B (Beginning of NP), I (Inside NP), O (Outside
NP). A feature space is constructed, with dimensions representing the surrounding words, the POS tags of those words,
and the already tagged chunk tags. Three SVM models (BI,
IO, OB) are trained, each designed to tag a word in favor of
one label over the other, for example, the BI model provides
a hyperplane to tag a word with label B rather than label I.
We adopt the pairwise method that allows the SVM to
classify multi-class problems. Traditional methods have
considered using three SVMs together at each time, i.e., in
the worst case, three comparisons need to be made in order
to determine the label of a word. However, we use a method
that allows us to use two SVMs instead of three, which in
turn accelerates the chunking time by one third. The hierarchy of the two-level decision tree employed is shown in
Figure 2. Furthermore, Table 1 shows an example to clarify
the method we use.
Given a paragraph of unstructured text, the extraction
goes through the steps of sentence segmentation, POS tag-
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POS tag
DT
NN
VBZ
PRP
NN
TO
VB
NN
NN
CC
JJ
NN
TO
VBG
DT
NN
NN
.

chunk tag
B-NP
I-NP
O
B-NP
I-NP
O
O
B-NP
I-NP
O
B-NP
I-NP
O
O
B-NP
I-NP
I-NP
O

Table 1. Chunk representation example. Each
word is first tagged with POS tag, and POS
tags are then classified into B-NP, I-NP and O
tags.

ging using Brill tagger2 and NP chunking. In this example,
collaborative and filtering are labeled as adjective and noun
by Brill tagger, the chunking decision for collaborative is
based on the results of the SVMs: the result of BI model
is 0.5 (in favor of label B), so the OB model is used which
yields -0.6 (in favor of label B), thus B-NP is chosen as the
chunk tag for this word.

3 Feature Space Refinement
Inspired by the analogy between user behaviors and
venue focuses (i.e., different users may have similar preferences, different conferences/journals may focus on the same
research areas), we employ collaborative filtering (CF) to
refine the feature space by predicting missing values as well
as reducing noise factors from the feature space.

3.1 Algorithm and Analysis
Considering the large number of examples we collected,
it is impractical to apply traditional memory-based CF approaches. Instead, we use instance selection techniques
to choose small portions of candidates each time for prediction. In our proposed Algorithm 1, we set a threshold and dynamically choose log m candidates according to
2 http://research.microsoft.com/∼Ebrill/

the weight function (see below), where m denotes the total
number of examples we collected.
The feature space F is normalized before applying to the
algorithm. Unlike traditional applications, the value in the
feature space does not have a unified ratings scale, i.e., each
feature may have different frequencies for different examples and does not have a uniform upper-bound. The feature
space is normalized as follows:
||Fij ||2 =

||Fij ||2
max1≤j≤n ||Fij ||2

(1)

where k · k2 means the Euclidean norm. The weight matrix determines the similarity between examples, it is crucial
for setting up a criteria of choosing the right candidates in
Algorithm 1. We compute the matrix W ∈ Rm×m as follows:

W(a, i) =

Pn

j=1

H(Faj , a )H(Fij , i )Sim(a, i, j)
min (Ia , Ij )

(2)
pass through the data. Afterwards, the predicted frequency
of feature j from example a can be calculated as follows:

where H(., .) is a binary classification function:

1 if a > b;
H(a, b) =
0 otherwise.

dlog me

P(a, j) =

The Sim(., ., .) function calculates the closeness between example a and example i over feature j, with S as
the frequency scale. Defined as:
Sim(a, i, j) =

(S − |Faj − Fij |)
S

(3)

The vector  = {1 , 2 , ...n } are some significant small
coefficients that are a little bit less than the lowest feature
frequencies for each example. Specifically,
(F ) = min
i6=0

||Fi ||1
,
||i||1

Algorithm 1 Candidates Selection
procedure Candidate-Selection
input: example-feature matrix F ∈ Rm×n
weight matrix W ∈ Rm×m
output: candidates list C ∈ Rdlog me×n
1. Initialize C ← ∅, η ← 0, τ ← ξ
2. for each target example a do
3. for i equals 1 to m do
4.
if W(a, i) > τ
5.
Ca ← Ca ∪ Fi [update the candidate list for a]
6.
η ← η + 1 [η monitors the length of C]
7.
if η > dlog me
8.
Sort Ca in descending order of W
9.
Ca ← Ca − Cdlog me [remove the last element]
10.
η ←η−1
11.
end
12. end
13. output C

(4)

where k · k1 is the taxicab norm.
After computing the weight matrix W, Algorithm 1 is
called to retrieve the candidates list for each active user a.
In Algorithm 1, ξ is a lower bound for selecting the candidates based on weight similarity. Notice that ξ is the only
parameter we need to tune for the algorithm, which directly
affects the efficiency and outcome of the algorithm. If the
chosen ξ is too low, the algorithm may not be able to retrieve enough candidates that satisfy the condition on line
4; on the other hand, if using a threshold that is too high,
it may introduce too much overhead for sorting the candidates array that dominates the running time for the algorithm. By choosing a threshold through cross-validation,
Algorithm 1 only needs O(m) time to select candidates for
each example, i.e., the candidates list can be learned in one
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X

W(a, i) ∗ Cij

(5)

i=1

where Cij means the rating of ith candidate over item j.
Note that the computational cost for prediction is significantly slashed to O(n log m) for each example. In practice,
we find out that the MAE3 scores of equation (5) are very
low, which mainly attributes to the good selection result by
algorithm 1. The candidates selected are almost examples
that come from the same class as the example the prediction
is for, which guarantees optimal prediction results.

4 Experiments and Discussions
In the experimental evaluation, we ran a series of experiments to compare our proposed approach with traditional
methods on two data sets: CiteSeer Digital Library and WebKB benchmark corpus[6]. Specifically, three kinds of experiments are carried out:
First, we make comparison between entity extraction
techniques in terms of the dimensionality of the feature space. We compare our proposed SVM-decision-tree
approach to the bag-of-words method with the standard
TFIDF approach as an extension. To be more convincing,
Information Gain (IG) is applied to the bag-of-words approach as a feature selection criteria. A feature y is deemed
3 MAE (Mean Absolute Error) represents how much the mean predicted
values deviate from
P the observed values of all examples in the data set.
M AEa = m1
j∈Pa |pa,j − oa,j |. Obviously, the lower MAE is, the
a
better the prediction is.
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Figure 3. Features extracted by bag-of-words
(BOW) and SVM-decision-tree (S-D) from the
summarizing parts of the documents in CiteSeer data set, where S-D creates a much
smaller feature space as a function of example size. The number of examples chosen by
IG is decided by maximizing the F-measure
on the validation set.

useful if its expected IG exceeds the threshold.4 Comparisons are also made between IG and SVM-decision-tree.
Furthermore, to illustrate that the CF algorithm indeed
boosts the feature space, we compare the distribution of features in each class Before Collaborative Filtering (B-CF)
and After Collaborative Filtering (A-CF). To be more convincing, we also calculate the distribution of features from
prediction results by using the classic Inner Product approach (I-CF)5 proposed by Breese et al. in [2].
Finally, we use multiclass SVM [5] and AdaBoost.MH
[4] to classify the feature space extracted by (1) not using CF (B-CF-SVM and B-CF-Boost), (2) using IG feature
selection (IG-SVM and IG-Boost), and (3) using CF (ACF-SVM and A-CF-Boost). The Vector Similarity method
(VSIM) is used as baseline for comparison. Additionally,
since it was shown that SVMs can perform well even without feature selection [8](SVM-No), it is also compared in
the experiment. We apply Precision, Recall and F-measure
as measures for our text classification.

4 Experimentally, the threshold is usually chosen to maximize the Fmeasure on a validation set.
5
weight function is calculated as w(a, i)
=
P The va,j
v
qP
qP i,j
, and the prediction score is comj
2
2
k∈Ia

va,k

k∈Ii

vi,k

puted through the whole data set.
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CiteSeer is one of the largest digital libraries that holds
currently more than 740,000 documents. As mentioned in
Section 2, we only consider extracting entities from the
summarizing parts of the documents, i.e., the titles, abstracts and keyword fields. Document class labels are obtained from the venue impact page6 . We use only the top
200 publication venues listed in DBLP in terms of impact
rates, each of which was referred as a class label. Overall,
the total number of documents we used for the experiments
is up to 118,058, divided into training set and testing set by
doing 10-fold cross-validation. Notably, we keep the imbalance of the classes.

4.2 Experimental Results on CiteSeer Data Set
Figure 3 presents the number of features extracted by the
three techniques. We ran the experiments with the number of documents, D, equal to 10,000, 25,031, 50,000 and
118,058. Using SVM-decision-tree approach yields a much
lower-dimensional feature space compared with the bag-ofwords method (with TFIDF), especially when the number
of examples are very large. Information Gain successfully
reduces the feature space to half the dimension of bagof-words, but when the training data size becomes larger
(118,058), it still creates a feature space of more than 20,000
features, while our approach ends up with a feature space
with a little more than 7,000 features. We also notice that
the dimension of feature space generated by our approach
is almost linear to the number of examples, indicating nice
scalability of our entity extraction technique.
In Figure 4, we depict the distribution of features for
three approaches that applied to the feature space extracted
by SVM-decision-tree approach. Before applying CF algorithm (B-CF), the features are unevenly distributed in each
class due to the random distribution of training examples in
different categories. By using the Inner Product algorithm
(I-CF) it first computes the correlations between each pair
of examples, and then predicts the feature frequencies from
the knowledge of all examples. As a result, I-CF generates too many features for each class that inevitably causes
overlapping in the feature spaces, which leads to reduction
of classification accuracy. Finally, by employing the CF algorithm we proposed (A-CF), the feature space is boosted
to a reasonably dense level that yields a nearly even distribution of features in each class. The virtue of the boosted
feature space is not only that it contains enough features
within each class which makes it easy to classify, but also
results in very little overlapping of different classes in the
feature space, which reduces the misclassification rate significantly in comparison with I-CF. Figure 5 compares the
6 http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/impact.html

examples
10,000
25,031
50,000
118,058
Recall
10,000
25,031
50,000
118,058
F-measure 10,000
25,031
50,000
118,058
Precision

VSIM
24.31
25.17
25.24
27.96
10.23
25.72
34.81
72.38
14.40
25.44
29.26
40.34

SVM-No
62.17
85.77
86.02
89.42
13.75
33.23
50.25
84.88
22.52
47.90
63.25
87.09

B-CF-SVM
46.44
68.33
70.47
82.77
11.43
26.22
35.79
74.25
18.34
37.89
47.47
78.28

B-CF-Boost
65.74
82.33
82.53
85.32
11.77
30.25
29.88
77.91
17.73
44.24
43.88
81.45

IG-SVM
53.77
85.63
86.31
89.32
11.85
28.53
42.79
83.99
20.11
38.29
56.77
79.52

IG-Boost
56.29
87.21
88.24
89.33
12.11
31.74
40.01
72.53
18.35
48.32
60.11
83.23

A-CF-SVM
80.25
91.01
92.53
95.77
14.53
42.77
50.25
85.27
24.61
58.19
64.13
90.22

A-CF-Boost
85.24
94.08
93.22
94.66
12.11
40.69
49.00
73.00
25.21
56.81
64.24
81.14

Table 2. Experimental results of CiteSeer data set in terms of Precision (%), Recall(%) and Fmeasure(%), averaged over all classes. VSIM is compared as a baseline approach. Our approach
(A-CF) shows competitive results on both classifiers. IG chooses top k features to maximize the
F-measure of the validation set. For the entire data set (118,058), k is around 20,000.
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Figure 4. Feature distribution where B-CF denotes the feature space before applying CF,
I-CF the feature space augmented by InnerProduct method, and A-CF the feature space
augmented by our CF algorithm.

feature spaces for 2 classes by applying I-CF and A-CF, respectively. We use Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to
get the first 3 principal components of the matrix and visualize in a 3-D graph. It is not hard to see that I-CF leads to
a much more overlapping space than our approach, which
generally separates two classes very well.
Table 2 summarizes experimental results for the three
metrics averaged over all classes. With regard to precision, our approach achieves significant improvement on
both classifiers. When the number of examples is small
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Figure 5. Visualization of SVD feature distribution of classes (SIGMOD, WWW). The left figure shows features by the I-CF inner-product,
the right figure the boosted feature space by
our A-CF algorithm.

(10,000), A-CF-SVM and A-CF-Boost improve the precision over the VSIM baseline approach by nearly 4 times,
and nearly twice as much as the results of Information Gain
(IG-SVM and IG-Boost). When the whole data set is applied to the experiment (118,058), A-CF-SVM and A-CFBoost achieve the best results of 95.77% and 94.66% respectively, about 5% more than IG. Meanwhile, without
feature selection, SVM (SVM-No) shows almost the same
precision as IG-SVM, with a slightly better result when the
number of examples is small.
In terms of recall, all methods have very close performances. Comparatively, SVM performs slightly better than
AdaBoost regardless of data size and entity extraction techniques. Especially when the data size is large (118,058),

IG
1,533
2,422
5,324
6,891

SVM-DT
977
1,777
3,599
5,111

Table 3. Number of features exacted by three
techniques w.r.t. number of pages for the
WebKB data set. SVM-DT approach yields a
much smaller feature space.

Macro-F scores are shown in Figure 6(b). Clearly, the
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Figure 6. Micro-F(a) and Macro-F(b) results for
WebKB w.r.t. data size.
the baseline approach achieves recall of 72.38 %, almost
the same as A-CF Boost method (73.00%). However,
both of which are nearly 13% lower than A-CF-SVM approach. Both SVM-No and A-CF-SVM achieve the best recall among all when the number of examples equals 50,000.
Our approach outperforms IG for both classifiers in
terms of F-measure, with an exception when the data size is
118,058, IG-Boost outperforms A-CF-Boost by 2%. Both
IG-Boost and A-CF-Boost are almost 10% less than that of
A-CF-SVM method, which shows the best performance of
all. During the experiments, we also noticed that the training time of SVM and AdaBoost are almost the same with
SVM slightly better in some cases.

4.3 WebKB:World Wide Knowledge Base
The WebKB data set contains web pages collected from
cs departments of many universities by the World Wide
Knowledge Base project of the CMU text learning group
in January 1997. For performance evaluation, we divide the
data into training and testing set with the proportion of 4:1.
A series of experiments were performed with the number
of documents equal to 1,000, 2,000, 4,000 and 8,282. The
number of iterations T for AdaBoost is set to 500.
Table 3 summarizes the number of features with regard
to the training data size. The SVM-decision-tree approach
creates a much smaller feature space than bag-of-words and
Information Gain—20% less than the IG and 50% less than
the BOW when the total WebKB collection is used.
Figure 6(a) shows the result of the Micro-F scores. When
the number of training pages is small, our approach has almost the same performance as IG for both classifiers, with
less than 2% improvement. As the page size get larger,
the performance improvement of our approach becomes
greater. When the whole collection is used, our approach
outperforms IG by more than 5%, but the performance decreases for both methods as the best results are achieved
when the page size is 4,000. Note that SVM-No has almost
the same performance as IG-SVM.
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baseline approach VSIM performs the worst regardless of
data size. SVM-No again performs nearly the same as IGSVM. Note that with the increase of pages, the macro-F
scores increase as well for all methods. Our approach generally outperforms IG, and the advantage becomes larger with
the increase of data size. Our approach achieves a significant improvement by 8% over IG for both classifiers when
the whole WebKB collection is applied.
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